COMPUTER SHIELDING
ROUTER GUARD
If You Absolutely Must Use Wi-Fi
We’re not saying wi-fi is a good idea. But if there has to be a wi-fi
router near the people you care about, whether at work, at
school, or at home, then shield the darned thing. Router Guard is
designed to dramatically reduce the radiation coming out of the
router, while still allowing enough signal for connection. Just put
the router inside the Router Guard shield. All metal mesh allows
plenty of cooling air circulation. Of course, with the weaker signal, you won’t get the same
reach… which means you might even prevent your neighbors from mooching off your
network. And by the way, if you are bothered by a multitude of neighbors’ signals, you can
offer them a Router Guard to put on their routers! Holds 12 x 8.75 x 2.75 inches.
Remember that your laptop also emits the wi-fi microwave signal. Consider shielding the
laptop as well! Router Guard (Cat. #Q249) ……………… $52.95

SIGNAL TAMER™
Shielding Pouch for Routers Reduces Radiation Emission
Raise your hand if you ever wondered: “How much
microwave radiation is my wi-fi router pumping out?” I
can assure you it is a lot more than you need. You know
this is true because you can pick up the router signal
from your neighbors who can be several houses away!
Routers are notoriously overpowered. In most homes you
can get away with 1/10th or even 1/100th of the power
they provide. So why irradiate yourself and your family
with all that extra (and unnecessary) microwave energy?
Signal Tamer is such a simple way to soften the signal, just enough so that it reduces
radiation output by 90-95%, but still allows the router to function without losing speed.
Special shielding fabric mesh pouch allows plenty of air flow and very easily slips over the
entire router. Installs in seconds. No need to disconnect your router or interrupt service.
Reduces range by about half, so it will be harder for your neighbors to get your signal. If
you sit next to a wi-fi router at home or at work, or if you have one in your bedroom, or if
you have children in the house, you owe it to yourself to get one and muzzle that menace
today. 10x16 inches. Signal Tamer™ (Cat. #Q220) ………… $34.95
SIGNAL TAMER™ XL
Larger Version for Larger Routers
Need a super sized version? This extra large Signal Tamer is about the size of a standard
pillow case (~20x24 inch) and can cover larger routers, laptops, and other RF emitting
devices. Signal Tamer™ XL (Cat. #Q220-XL) ………… $49.95

RadiaFence™
Create A Radiation Shadow Where You Need It
So what do you do when you need a wireless radiation emitting
device but you want to limit the exposure to the people?
RadiaFence is the answer. It’s a free-standing, semi-transparent
microwave barrier that you can put almost anywhere you need. It
blocks most of the radiation emitted in one
direction by “casting a shadow” (typically 7090% reduction), while still
allowing the wireless device to
work. Like sitting in shade on
a sunny day. See page 98 for full details.
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